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the ultimate selling point though is the graphics, with an upgraded engine providing an eye-catching level of detail and polish. the underwater is remarkably detailed, the island is now fully explorable, the land is
wide open and the characters are absolutely stunning, with all the personality the developers promised. and the animals? youll be hard pushed to find a better looking game, bar maybe a few 3d platformers. it
looks great, even if some of the areas can be a little repetitive, such as the tropical gatama atoll. where as the waters might be constantly changing with the time of day and tide, the island stays the same. if
youre really into diving for the scenery endless ocean 2 delivers in spades, but fans of the original shouldnt be too disappointed. its not the best in the world but its still the best underwater game available on

wii, especially at such a reasonable price. on a final note, if you have the original version, theres a free upgrade in the form of endless ocean 2. if you own the first game, youre entitled to the second free, and if
you own both you get all their content and features for free, including the new multiplayer mode. what more could a game lover want? the original endless ocean was a beautiful game that in many ways set a
new standard for wii games, and while the sequel is good it doesnt quite live up to the standards set by its predecessor. it remains a great game though, even if you dont dive for the scenery, and comes highly

recommended. the system requirements for endless ocean: blue world are quite modest, with it requiring either a system with a graphics card capable of directx 11 support, or one with the minimum specs.
while it will be more demanding on a wii or 360, i doubt it will be much more demanding than the original. as such, if you havent played the first game then you really should try it. it is a rather relaxing

experience, but a wonderful one.
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endless ocean 2:
adventures of the deep is
available now for pc and
xbox 360 in the us and

europe. it's priced at $20.
i'm interested to see what

the final release is like, and
if it can stand up to the

original. with the release of
endless ocean 2:

adventures of the deep, the
long wait for endless ocean
3 finally comes to an end.
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hopefully this will be the
final entry in the series, as
the series has been a big
part of my gaming life for
the past few years. if it is

the last game in the series,
then that will probably be it
for the kinect as well. i'm
sure i'm not the only one

that would love to see more
games like this, where the
controller is just a tool to

enable exploration and not
the main focus. although
endless ocean has been
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developed by volition, like
many other games in the

genre, it isn't developed or
published by water.

instead, it is developed and
published by a-coded, a

small indie studio based in
venice, california. the
underwater world of

endless ocean 2 will never
be the same, but the

changes are slight and
subtle. youll still be able to
collect treasures and dive

without a care in the world,
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but theres a new
underwater town as well,
and various new bells and
whistles. theres new ships,

new weapons, new dive
buddies and even a whole
new sequence of missions.
endless ocean 2 also has
new diving buddies, each

with their own special skills.
your old buddy from the
previous game, harpoon,

has been replaced with the
hammerhead shark, and
you can hunt this shark
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down for its meat, which is
needed for upgrades and

items. theres no such thing
as shark bingo though,

youll need to hunt down a
whole variety of prey to see
it in your lab. 5ec8ef588b
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